
 

 

Clarification No. 06 

Hiring of Rotary Steerable System (RSS) for Directional Drilling against TE#PROC-SERVICES/CB/DO-4949/2020 

Some of the Prospective bidders have raised some queries against the subject case. The queries along with 
OGDCL reply are listed below for information of all the prospective bidders 
 

Clarification  
No. 

Clarifications OGDCL Response 

 
 
 
 
 

4. 

Bidder need confirmation, Can a bidder participate in subject 
tender bidding twice through: (1) a direct bid by a bidder alone; 
and (2) a bid as a JV with another company. 
  
OGDCL response on clarification no-5 says that ‘’It is clearly 
mentioned in OGDCL TOR that RSS technology should be owned 
by the service provider. Therefore, service company or its JV 
partner should have its own RSS technology’’, 
  
We want to clarify if bidder can participate with JV and individually 
both in subject tender. 
 

IT is not possible as mentioned in Affidavit clause# 03 stated that 

“That I hereby confirm and declare that none of my/our 
group/sister concern/associate company is participating/ 
submitting this tender” 

 
 
 
 
 

5. 

OGDCL response on clarification No -5(CL-4949-05) stated that 
‘’MWD charges for each hole section shall be included in the rate 
of RSS system and Motorized RSS system and shall not be quoted 
separately in the rate format’’. 
  
In tender document (TOR-4949), given Rate format Sr no 5,13 and 
21 what rate should we put if MWD rate cannot be quoted 
separately as per OGDCL above response. 
  
So we request OGDCL to avoid confusion better to share revised 
price format & financials evaluation criteria where MWD rate 
should be included, as MWD rate is not present in final evaluation 
criteria. 
 

Bidders are requested not to quote MWD rates in rate format. If 
bidder quote any MWD rate in rate format, it will not be 
considered in financial evaluation and will also not be paid. 

6. As per TOR (TOR-4949), instruction to bidder, General, clause ii 
mentioned ‘’Daily Operating rate per day for equipment will be 

Daily Operating rates are per day rates and will be applicable when 
the tool is below rotary table. 



 

 

applicable only for the tools when RIH below rotary table 
excluding circulating time and will not apply on back up tools at 
wellsite” 
  
Please confirm how daily operating rate will be calculated as per 
actual work done. 
 

 
  
 
 

 

All the other terms and conditions of tender are remain same 

 


